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Dear Members of the Bones for Life®
Community:
I would like to share with you my views about
the Feldenkrais Guild® discussion as to whether
the Bones for Life® program, based on Dr.
Feldenkrais’ approach to somatic learning,
qualifies as an Advanced Feldenkrais Training
for the purposes of Continuing Education.
The Bones for Life® (BFL) program of
Movement Intelligence evolved out of a 21stcentury need to find a working solution to the
growing worldwide incidence of bone
deterioration and fractures. Coming from fifty
years of teaching and exploring the Feldenkrais
Method® , my attitude to the bone issue
searched beyond the conventional chemistryoriented pharmaceutical treatment and inquired
into its functional perspective. Firmly rooted in
Moshe Feldenkrais’ unique insights of how the
human organism can learn to improve itself,
BFL too follows the integrative clue of
harmonious correspondence between whole
body parts. BFL explores an array of
organizational options in a safe, sensitive-tothe-individual and supportive climate of
negotiating a new policy, and simulating
configurations derived from evolution, which
have proved their intelligent resourcefulness for
efficient coordination throughout millions of
years. In addition, the BFL program can
awaken the organism to detach from
anachronistic counterproductive habits through
Feldenkrais strategies, like reversing proximal
and distal; intentional inhibition of shifting
differentiation to a selective area; letting the
more skilled side establish the programming of
the gratified pattern and applying it to the less
competent side through parasitic-free
imagination; or the neurological diplomacy of
simulating the uncontrolled problem of one side
on the functional side, mirroring to the
organism the clue of its futility; as well as many
more genuine ideas and directions from
Moshe’s thinking.
The difference in the BFL program though is
inherent in the specific bones function of

The difference in the BFL program, though,
is inherent in the specific bone functions of
resisting gravity, holding body weight
upright against collapse, and thereby
facilitating movement. By their biological
destiny bones are structured to withstand
the cyclic pulsations of pressure, as
produced in vertical dynamic walking, and
to utilize the counter-pressure to propel
locomotion. To develop the needed
strength for this task, bones need to be
repetitively exposed to the immunizing
challenge of appropriately meeting the
impact of pressure while moving.
The empowered pressure in the dynamic
walking serves to accelerate the pumping
up of the anti-gravity returning blood in the
veins, thus increasing the supply of
nourishment to the bones as well as
cleansing away residue of the metabolic
process.
To meet the needs of this level of dynamic
movement I had to apply Moshe
Feldenkrais’ unique principles of organic
learning in a context other than the
predominant FI/ATM position of lying down
in the horizontal plan. I needed to shift
Moshe’s superb personal laboratory for
improving self-coordination into the reality
of the vertical plane, and to add to it a
springy and rhythmic style of moving. I
found the supporting qualities of
greenhouse conditions for learning in using
a wall or a long strip of cloth as a harness. I
had to provide ways to cultivate vertical
alignment while moving in a weight-bearing
posture as necessary for the safe
transmission of force, and found shortcut
devices for empowering people to achieve
the necessary posture, like using the touch
of their own hands for self-directed
mechanical change and better-tuned
awareness orientation.
(Ruthy’s letter continues on Page 3)
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®

1st Annual “Bones for Life Day” in the Outdoors!
May 17th, 2009
This past spring marked the launch of our first BFL Signature Event. Many of your Bones colleagues gathered
under stormy skies to celebrate, demonstrate, and educate the public about this wonderful work.
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On Sunday May 17th, in three U.S. east coast cities (Boston, New York & Washington, D.C.), FMI took steps
®
®
to bring Bones For Life into greater public awareness by sponsoring its first national Bones for Life Day.
BFL Teachers and Trainers offered free outdoor demonstrations in park settings, allowing passersby to
witness this wonderful work. Here are a couple of accounts of the proceedings . . .
Bones for Life in the Streets
by Anastasi Siotas

Lessons Learned from BFL Day
Collated by June Lapointe

At Ruthy’s invitation we undertook to bring our message to the
masses during National Osteoporosis Month. Unfortunately, the
weather and competing noise did not exactly make it a breeze to
carry out this mandate, though we all feel we gained greatly from the
experience. Each region gleaned valuable insight into how to deliver
the most impactful possible message, and we hope this information
will be of great benefit to all future outreach endeavors.

Lessons that will interest the public
These should be rehearsed and coordinated as a playlist
for seamless demonstration:
•
Pum-pum
•
Climbing
•
Morning towel
•
Running with inclined head
•
Goat skipping
•
Ha 3 and 4
•
Water Carrier
•
Wrapping the Wrap
•
Procession—how to walk from place to place
•
Sitting bones in a chair
•
Rumba in scarf (with music); invite participation

It took considerable team effort on the part of the many dedicated
individuals to make it all come off as well as it did. Many of us had
the opportunity to practice our posture of leadership in a variety of
instances! Securing performance event permits, organizing local
group publicity materials, coordinating the teaching of suitable
Processes, enlisting help through writing and calling all our contacts,
and generally selling the day. As you might imagine, the experience
was also one in which we were all able to practice our individual
“diplomacy”, as Ruthy has often modeled for us so elegantly!
We were indeed fortunate to have the direct support and
considerable coordinating abilities of June LaPointe in Boston, and
Chrish Kresge in D.C. Doug Boltson and I worked NY and on the
production of the general publicity materials — magnets and T-shirts
for presenters, and fact sheets and press releases. We all stayed in
touch through our own Yahoo group — thanks here goes to Sandy
Beber for setting it up and maintaining it for us. Personally, I would
also like to thank Sonja Johansson for logistical support and Paula
Batson for publicity outreach. In short, everyone’s combined efforts
have ensured that there is now a blueprint for how to go about future
outdoor public performance and education.
The experience of doing BFL in the open air had a very light and
playful aspect to it. Reconnecting with colleagues, students, and
friends outside of studio confines was a delight, and I hope that
many you have the opportunity to try it one day yourself. If you’d like
to see some pictures of our day in each locale, please follow this
link, where Doug has posted a selection of snapshots on the Bones
Forum.
<http://groups.yahoo.com/group/BonesForum/photos/albu
m/129745141/pic/list>

Function of everyday, easy to teach:
•
Squat — sitting on a toilet, first part of learning
to fall — incremental work
•
Spiral to sit and stand
•
Equilibrium
General Comments
•
Learn to tell stories well — a better resource we
have than research data
•
Relational learning
•
We can definitely use more people to make this
a joyful, successful experience
•
More clarity on inclusiveness of participants:
o Who can avail themselves of FMI
resources, get a T-shirt, publicity, etc.
o Who teaches, who participates in each
“ring” of the circus
o Who is part of celebratory movement

Chrish has also posted some video of the DC event on
YouTube. If you would like to see them, follow this link:
<http://www.youtube.com/user/chrishkresge#play/uploads
/1/pwwng1BcTkc>
We had a wonderful day — and thank you again, Ruthy, for
inspiring us all, all of the time!

See Page 11 for event photos
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Ruthy’s letter (continued from Page 1)
This is indispensable, especially when dealing with
the general public — who most need the dynamic
impact, but might be unfit, vulnerable and suffering
movement limitations. For the potentially upgraded
coordination of alignment achieved on the ATM floor
to be established in life, it needs to be reinforced
through action — preferably by the fully integrated,
wired-in pattern of vertical walking. Utilizing this
combination of movement reinforces the structural
context and results in moving more intelligently and
with more pleasure, inspiring not only bone strength
but also biological optimism.
When we remember that Moshe started from Judo —
the ultimate challenge to body resourcefulness, in
real time and the vertical plane, with an unpredictable
®
opponent — I wonder why the Feldenkrais Guild
would not encourage its members’ exploration of this
real-world application of the Method’s origins. (Of
recent vintage, please see Unarmed Combat by Moti
Nativ, or Making Connections — Hasidic Roots and
Resonance in the Teachings of Moshe Feldenkrais
by David Kaetz.)
I remember walking with Moshe at the end of one day
in our Tel Aviv training. I told him that I would like to
write about his Method as a “grammar of
spontaneous movement,” to which he replied,
“I hope that one day my Method will be used to
improve anything people do, not just in movement.”
I would like to invite and encourage all members of
the Feldenkrais community, and particularly Trainers
advising the Guild, to come and experience Bones for
®
Life work themselves before passing judgment on its
suitability as a vehicle for Continuing Education.
I think they might be pleasantly surprised.
The unique quality of Feldenkrais which is so exciting
for people, beyond the physical improvement, might
be its empowering of individuals to trust themselves
to be independent masters, responsible for their own
personal ecology. This independent spirit should
merit the independence of each person to choose his
or her own individual path of advanced development.
In the richness of knowledge as accessed today
online it could be so fruitful to create ties between
Feldenkrais and the best of this culture, which would
place Feldenkrais’ way of thinking in its proper place
in society.
Thank you for your kind and thoughtful attention.
Sincerely,
Ruthy

SAVE THE DATE!

To celebrate Ruthy’s 80th year, FMI is
beginning to organize the 1st Annual
Bones for Life® Conference. It is
slated for late October 2010, in Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
Why not get involved in the early
stages of planning this landmark event
. . . it’s sure to be an Osteo-Blast!
If you would like to help out,
please contact Carolyn Sue Albin at
csa@movementforward.com

BFL Courseware
BFL [NYC] 2007: $300 (24 DVDs)
TT [NH] 2006: $300 (30 DVDs)
Chairs [MA] 2005: $150 (10 DVDs)
Movement Nature Meant DVD: $15
Teachers Manuals
$200 complete set
$100 — Segment I
$100 — Segments II & III
Checks made out to BFL, and sent to:
Gretchen Langner
87 Pine St.
Portland, ME 04102
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Updat e f r o m your FMI B o ard o f Direct o r s
We are halfway through this busy year at FMI, and would like to make sure we are
keeping the professional Bones for Life® community apprised of what has been
happening behind the scenes and across North America. Please join us in
celebrating our recent accomplishments, and envisioning what we can create
together in the future.
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Acco m plishments:
•

This beautiful newsletter came into existence. Thank you, Chrish!

•

On Sunday May 17th we sponsored our first annual “Bones for Life Day” signature event in
Boston, NYC, and Washington, D.C. Our thanks go out to the local coordinators:
Anastasi Siotas, Chrish Kresge, and June LaPointe!

•

The beginnings of a comprehensive press kit: Using the signature event as a catalyst,
magnets proclaiming “Because there's no pill for posture” were handed out at the event,
and a double-sided handout about the benefits of BFL was created. The two pages (one a
description, one a fact sheet) may be downloaded from the Members page of the FMI
website to use at your own events.

•

Petra Riedel-Willems created a beautiful PowerPoint presentation about Bones for Life®
that can be downloaded for your use from the FMI Members page. Thank you, Petra!

•

FMI Membership has grown to 80 members, with Bones for Life® instruction currently
available in 27 states and 4 major Canadian cities -— Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, and
Vancouver -— as well as in Longueuil, Salt Spring Island, and St. Valérian de Rimouski

•

FMI is listed in GuideStar, an organization that helps non-profits advertise their mission to
potential funders. Go to www.GuideStar.org <http://www.GuideStar.org> and search for
“Movement Intelligence”

•

Over 130 certificates have been issued in the first 6 months of 2009. A hearty welcome to
all new Bones for Life® Teachers, Trainers, and those on the instructional track!

•

Bones for Life® is approved for PT CEUs nationwide through the Florida PT Association.

•

The 2009 Membership Directory, with photos, is now posted on the FMI website,
available for download from both the (public) Membership and (private) Members
pages.

•

Karen Chwe, past CFO and FMI board member, created a report of last year’s financial
statements that may be downloaded from the FMI website here:
http://www.movementintelligence.org/financials.html

•

A new interview with Ruthy has been recorded and video coverage of the signature events
has been captured. Both need editing for future use, but Chrish has already posted a few
video clips on YouTube. You may search for them here:
http://www.youtube.com/user/chrishkresge
(Board Update continues on Page 5)

In the Works :
Jane Johnston is working toward participation in the NBC4 national health expo in
Washington, D.C. at the beginning of 2010. Thank you Jane! If you are interested in
helping or participating in a health expo in your city, please contact Jane at
jane.johnston@jesed.com

•

Plans are being formulated for the first ever international Bones for Life conference,
slated for October 27–31, 2010 in Santa Fe, New Mexico. We are still at the very beginning
stages, and in need of lots of support for this to happen. To help out, please contact
Carolyn Sue Albin at csa@movementforward.com and/or send an email to
board@movementintelligence.org

•

Plans are underway for an official Bones for Life® research project to begin later this year
in NYC. For more information contact Linda Howell at lhpt49@gmail.com

•

A search committee is forming to create a job description and hire an FMI Executive
Director. If you are interested in helping steer the future of FMI please contact us at
board@movementintelligence.org

•

A Corporate Identity committee is forming to create an official FMI logo and image. If
you like design, color, and/or slogan writing please lend us your talents and join the
committee, contact: board@movementintelligence.org

FMI currently has several active volunteer committees. If you are interested in getting
involved, please contact the appropriate committee chairperson:
Certification Committee Chair: Anna Haltrecht certification@movementintelligence.org
Ethics Statement Development Committee Chair: Heidi McG o vern heidimcgov@juno.com
Membership Committee Chair: Cici Runge cici6083@aol.com
Research Committee Chair: L inda H o well lhpt49@gmail.com
Marketing Chair: T yr Throne tyrthrone@gmail.com
•

We know that there are many more Bones for Life® initiatives, both big and small, happening
all throughout North America. Thank you everyone for continuing to help grow this
wonderful community.
In your service, the FMI Board of Directors,
R u t h y Alon , President and Founder
Gr etch en La n g n er , V.P. & Treasurer
Dou g Boltso n , Webmaster
Kelly Fed er , GCFP
Li nd a How ell , P.T., GCFP
C ic i R u n g e , P.T., GCFP
Tyr Thro n e , GCFP
Sh e i la Z a n g a r a , GCFP
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Upcoming 2009/10 Bones for Life® Trainings
Announcing a BFL Didactic Training
with Marcia Giudice, MS, OTR, GCFP, and BFL Trainer
Sept. 11, 12, 13 and Oct. 2, 3, 4 in Wayland, MA (easy access
outside of Boston)
This 30-hour workshop is designed for BFL “teachers in
training” as well as for interested BFL students* and teachers
who want to delve into the richness of BFL processes and the
challenges of teaching them. It fulfills one of the main
requirements for teacher certification (see bonesforlife.com)
*Pre-requisite: Completion of BFL Segments 1, 2, and 3
Experience being guided through details of key parts of
selected BFL processes · Deepen your understanding of the
BFL processes, learning strategies, principles, and
concepts · Practice teaching in a supportive
environment · Develop the ability to observe your students
and adapt your instructions to meet their needs.
Hours: Fridays 1 pm to 6 pm; Saturdays 9:30 am to 5:00
pm; Sundays 9 am to 1 pm
Cost: $550.
Location: My home studio in Wayland, MA; 30 minutes outside
of Boston; easily accessible by bus from Logan airport.
Registration: Mail check payable to Marcia Giudice to
address below.
Contact: Marcia Giudice 78 Loker Street Wayland, MA 01778
Tel: 508-358-5314
www.lifelongwellness.com

mlg2001@yahoo.com

Trainings with Ruthy Alon
BFL Chairs: October 7–11, 2009

®

Bones for Life Didactic in 2 weekends: New York City
— Fall 2009
with Sonja Johansson and Anastasi Siotas
The Didactic is a 30 -hour workshop of instruction in the
®
pedagogy of the Bones for Life repertoire. It is an
®
essential step to becoming a Certified Bones for Life
teacher.
Dates: September 26–27 and October 3–4
Time: 10:00 am – 6:30 pm each day
Cost: $500 with early registration by Labor Day
September 7, $550 thereafter
Location: Gotham Physical Therapy in Downtown
Manhattan, opposite the newly renovated Union Square
and the bountiful Farmers’ Market
What recent students said about these two Certified Bones
for Life Trainers:
“Sonja and Anastasi’s expert, professional, artful, playful,

humble and generous guidance created a safe and
beautiful environment for learning.”
“Anastasi and Sonja offer excellent detail and about
each process and their anatomical clarity is very
illuminating. It’s been a delight repeating the program
with them.”
To Register: Contact Sonja at
Sonja@SonjaJohansson.com or call 646-283-4539

Bones for Life® Trainings with ILCMA
(Integrated Learning Center of Mid-America)

Jewish Community Center of SF
3200 California St. San Francisco, CA
Fee: $750
Class: 9:30 am – 12:30 pm; Lunch: 12:30pm – 2 pm
Class: 2 pm – 4 pm

Conscious Eating —
The Inner Game of Chewing
October 16–17 Wakefield, MA
The public is welcome to both of the above trainings.
No prior BFL experience is necessary.
BFL Trainer Training:
October 19–29, 2009, Barbara C. Harris Center, Greenfield, NH
Fee: $1500
th

Starts on October 19 at 2 pm
Daily training continues through October 23

rd

th

Break: October 24; Class: October 25–29 ; Ends at noon on
th
October 29

Participation includes those interested yet not qualified for
certification.
Please email Gretchen Langner at langnerdzign@gwi.net for
further information, or to enroll in either program

Segment I
Sept. 11–14, High Springs, FL Denise Deig
August 21–24, Cincinnati, OH Cynthia Allen
September 18–21, Tucson, AZ Cynthia Allen
Segment II
October 22–25, Cincinnati, OH Cynthia Allen
December 4–7, High Springs, FL Denise Deig
Segment III
October 3–6, Seattle, Washington Denise Deig
December 3–6, Cincinnati, OH Cynthia Allen
February 2010, High Springs, FL Denise Deig
For information and to enroll, please contact:
Cynthia Allen, GCFP, BFLT/T
support@ilcma.com
www.ilcma.com
Tel: 513-541-5720
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Book Reviews
by Doug Boltson
“Dare to be Wrong”

Judith Leibowitz, ed. Karthryn Miranda (Mornum Time Press, June 2007)

A loving compilation of carefully edited lessons and lectures given by famed Alexander Technique teacher Judith
Leibowitz, a childhood polio victim who wound up teaching at the Juilliard school of music for many years after
studying with Lulie Westfeldt, Alma Frank, and Alexander himself (in England). The late Ms. Leibowitz trained more
than half of the Alexander teachers currently working in the U.S. This book is chock full of illuminating insight and
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practical advice on matters of posture and movement, as well as their instruction — always clear, never paradoxical or
inscrutable. I especially liked rediscovering that a slight twist at the shoulder level while walking can be referred all the
way down to the ankles (and subtly allows for a gentle rolling pronation from little-toe to big toe) — something we
concrete pounding, stiff-shouldered and bag-toting New Yorkers are sorely in need of! Inspired by Judith, Ruthy, and
the worldwide water carriers, I’ve actually taken to putting the strap of my shoulder-bag atop my head (rather than
around my shoulders) disinhibiting my thorax — which allows my ribs to twist and my shoulders to swing more
naturally — while tracing the now freed-up movement as it spirals all the up from my feet. I must make quite a sight
for Times Square tourists who catch me in the street carrying a bag home on my head this way (borrowing the
Nepalese Sherpa’s “namlo” strap technology) . . . But what a difference it makes in comfort, ease, and integration!
Arms swinging, chest free, and breathing easy. There’s lots more BFL-compatible ideas in here you’ll enjoy exploring!

“The Talent Code — Unlocking the Secret of Skill in Sports, Art, Music, Math, and just about anything”
Daniel Coyle (Random Books, April 28, 2009)
The title says it all in this highly recommended work. An especially worthwhile read if you need convincing about
the values of “ignition” [aka motivation], “deep practice,” [aka focused repetition] and master coaching — for
both “flexible-circuit” skills (for spontaneity and improvisation, e.g., on the soccer field or stand-up comedy
stage) and “consistent circuit” skills (for honing an ideal performance, e.g., music, gymnastics, ice skating). All
three components play important roles in wiring our tabula rasa neural networks into functional, if not worldclass, competencies.
The author examines international greenhouses of virtuoso talent across time and place, and their
unique approaches to training. Among others he surveys Russian tennis, South Korean golf, books by the
Brontës, chamber music rehearsals at Meadowmount, Curaçao little league baseball players, and Brazilian
futsal. Though dissimilar in objectives, these hotbeds all share a common orientation toward skill-based
learning, clarified through an understanding of the process of myelination (nature’s way to minimize neural
leakage in our brains, and streamline efficient electrical signaling). The recurring theme throughout this book is
“Skill is insulation that wraps neural circuits and grows according to certain signals.”
The take-home lesson is that, just like the role played in bone tissue by osteoclasts and osteoblasts,
something equivalent is happening with our myelin — which is continually being both built up, and eroded away.
So it seems we never invincibly “arrive” at any particular destination, or level of skill, but rather need to keep up
our practice (in whatever domain) and continue to insulate ourselves — literally, with myelin — from inevitable
decline. Daily practice thus maintains our skill set, and forestalls the reduction in speed of our responses (a
result of de-myelinization) as we age. Finally, when seeking to actualize our potential and aspire to exceptional
ability, it is also important to remember that — as we used to say in music school — “Only perfect practice
makes perfect!”
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Th i s i s th e s econd of two art icles by J u n e LaPoi nt e di scu ss i n g how s h e appli es
BFL concepts in h er work.

S ound Vibr ations & B ones f o r Lif e ®

Wave and Axis

by June LaPointe
I was a voice teacher in private practice in Boston for 23 years, which led to my studying short-term therapy
techniques using Ericksonian hypnotherapy, creative process, and other practices to respond to people with
physical and emotional trauma. I studied these because of my own experience with stage fright or performance
anxiety, and later, because students who were coming to me -— ostensibly for performance preparation — would
reveal, without any prompting on my part, some kind of physical or emotional wounding that had occurred in
their lives, and I thought that I should learn more respectful and skillful ways of responding to them in the context
of a voice lesson.
I also taught multi-sensory learning to individuals, schools and organizations for a decade, and I’ve used sound
vibrations for my own health and well being for years. I mention my background only to share that this is my
comfort zone, and I remember wishing that my Feldenkrais training had explored more ways of integrating
kinesthetic, visual, and auditory processing in how the Method is offered.
Here are some ways I use sound vibration in working with Feldenkrais and Bones for Life® students:

1 . Not ic i n g t h e effect
Scanning before and after, kinesthetically, auditorally, visually, as a pre- and post-test before and after lessons.
Making sound is another valuable way to engage students in noticing the effect, in noticing differences.
Sometimes I also invite students to draw, before and after a lesson, in order to track differences. So they are honing
this ability to notice the effect of their choices — kinesthetically, auditorally, and visually.

2. Sponta n ei t y, pla y, a nd i nt e g r a t ion of th e voi ce wh i le i n a li g n m en t
Spontaneously, my students and I may start sounding while in the bones-wrap — while bouncing, sometimes the
pum-pums become a vocal exploration. And I am not necessarily the person starting the sounding, but we all can
choose to join in playing with range, high and low pitches, and a variety of vocal qualities.
I think it’s a wonderful opportunity to explore voice while you have the “loan of integration” from the wrap, and
you’re bouncing or standing. It’s fun, it builds rapport, it playful, it’s symbolic/non-verbal, it’s non-habitual (for most
people) and it integrates another vital aspect of your self-concept into this learning process: how you express
yourself with your voice.
I was once a trapeze dancer, and I had a training trapeze in my studio where I invited voice students to hang
upside-down while vocalizing — the experience provided a shortcut to having them experience vibration in the
facial mask and skull (among other benefits). Now I don’t have a trapeze where I teach, so the bones-wrap offers
another different, non-habitual experience of vocalizing while being supported in the vertical plane.

3. Dur i n g a n FI ® or a Bon es for Life ® pri vat e con s u ltat i on
I may use sound vibration to support movement options. Again, because this is my comfort zone for making
physical contact with people, and I am clear about my intent and what I am doing, this can be an efficient way to
access movement, coordination, and — frankly — tears, laughter, and (in the moment, or later on) memories and
feelings.
After we notice their breathing and all the places that move while breathing, with their understanding and
permission I “play them like an instrument.”
They breathe and slowly start sounding with a continuous breath while I jiggle them with my hands, making
More
Accomplishments
bouncy
contact
with their back and side-ribs, and with their diaphragm in particular. I take over the work of the
torso, sending the streaming vibrations up, and I press and release these areas in a variety of rhythms: I think of
songs in my head sometimes while I do this “bouncy springy walking” of my cupped hands in these areas; all the
while the student makes sound and experiences the effect of all this “playing of their torso” on their voice — which
is now vibrating in rhythmic patterns. The effect is surprise and delight and release. I have found that vocally shy
students let themselves make sound this way because of this collaboration.
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Conquering the Bones for Life® Argentine Community
¡Hola!
I am Diana Sternbach, and, in spite of my last name, I am the National Coordinator
®
for Bones for Life — “Huesos para la Vida” — in my country of Argentina. I am
writing on behalf of myself and my students (some now teachers in their own right)
to inform you of our activities, and to give you some more global perspective on
BFL.
The Argentine community wants to share the happiness of the fulfillment of this
wonderful dream, the Wave and Axis newsletter, which brings us all closer in spite
of the thousands of miles that separate us throughout the world. And of course
there is really one great teacher whose ideas unite us, and this is Ruthy and her
®
wonderful Bones for Life work!
Before beginning my report, I also wish to say that when you read a newsletter
there are pieces you usually skip, because they are not of interest. However, based
on previous issues of this newsletter, there has not been one word I did not
treasure reading — and I wish to congratulate everyone at FMI for making it so! I
hope you find my piece below also a contribution worthy of your time and
consideration . . .
Here’s a report of what has been happening in our South American
community:
®

I have been teaching Bones for Life since 2004. As a BFL Trainer I graduated my
first 12 teachers in 2008; they are now spreading this work throughout Argentina,
and very soon will also be taking it to Chile.
There are also now other students who will soon be promoted to the teacher’s
level. Some came from quite a distance, many kilometers away; one even crossed
the Andes to attend! And me, too - I had to travel over 1600 km to Buenos Aires to
teach.
I would like to introduce these 12 South American teachers to you. They completed
their certification last September 2008, in Buenos Aires, Argentina. A 13th also
graduated this past April 2009. [You can see their smiling faces on the next page.]
The interest is growing, and I know for sure that two of these 2nd-generation
teachers are already planning to teach their own new round of Bones I, II and III
classes in 2009. Congratulations and best wishes to them all! It makes me very
proud to show you this picture, taken on the last day of our Teachers’ Training.
After posing for this picture we followed our customary tradition of having a party —
with dancing, reading of poems inspired by our classes together, joke-telling, and,
of course, eating; every celebration here in Argentina is capped by eating!
Here are some more of our accomplishments in South America:
• I have already taught Bones on Chairs, in fact twice: once in Buenos Aires, and
once in Bariloche. It was very well accepted; especially by people who felt getting
to the floor was a problem.
®

• We have established a Bones for Life online forum, Huesosanos, which
students and teachers from Uruguay, Chile, and México have already joined. And
we hereby extend an invitation to all Spanish-speaking people to contact our
(Argentine Report continues on next page)

A little story from my
beginnings as a BFL
teacher:
As always, when you start out
you get surprising challenges;
here is the story of one of
them.
There was a woman in her
70s, the mother of a
Feldenkrais ATM student of
mine. She knew she needed to
move, but she was recovering
from open-heart surgery, and
had asthma, as well as
balance issues. Her daughter
suggested she take my Bones
®
for Life class.
She was part of a group of 5,
but she caught my special
attention. I was always careful
to make sure that she had a
chair to hold on to, and that
she did only small movements,
with minimal effort. Despite
respecting these limits she still
had a lot of fun with the work.
Our course went on for two
months, once a week.
On the last day of class she
came up to me, very happy, to
tell me that she was feeling so
much more stable, and that
she no longer needed the
spray her doctor had given her
for her asthma; the biggest
gain she had gotten from our
two months working together
was the possibility of breathing
freely.
I initially joined her in her
happiness, celebrating her
liberation from a medical
device. But then, having
second thoughts, I decided to
ask:
“Does your doctor know
about this?”
“Well, actually he does not,”
she replied.
Of course, when she finally did
tell him — because I said I
could not be responsible for
her decision — he said “No
way!”
Anyway, all of us — the
woman, her daughter, me, and
even her doctor — were all
very pleased and happy to see
signs that she really was
getting better.
Diana Sternbach
BFL Trainer
Feldenkrais Assistant Trainer
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Forum “Ogre” — as Sandy Beber, moderator of the English language BonesForum, refers to herself. The
name of our ogre [ogress?] is Nilsa Marquez, and to join our Forum, a Spanish language Yahoo Group,
you need only send a blank e-mail to:
Huesosanos-subscribe@gruposyahoo.com.ar
In addition to Huesosanos, we have also created a blog in order to be able to inform Spanish speakers
about the aim of our work and our activities.
www.huesosparalavida.blogspot.com

Wave and Axis

You may access our Blog directly from BFL’s main website, where Doug Boltson (its webmaster) kindly posted
a link to it on the Links page: http://bonesforlife.com/links.asp.
• Earlier this year, in February (mid-summer down here!) a new group finished a Bones A course with me — this
time in my hometown of Bariloche, at the foot of the Argentine Patagonian Andes. In closing, I would like to
share with you some of their personal insights, as a way of reminding you of your own “Beginner’s Mind” and
hinting at the broad (and sometimes surprising) spectrum of influence that this work embraces and engenders:
Student A: I did not know I was so not aware of what I feel!
Student B: I want to be in touch with everyone; I will attend a course to start learning how to use the computer.
Student C: I realize I have just seen the tip of the iceberg. I keep remembering the alignment, and then letting
go — allowing my head have this natural, very small movement. I can even sleep now on my stomach!
This work is truly wonderful; it helps energize our system, filling it with Biological Optimism, and it opens up new
directions and dimensions for our personal and professional growth and well-being. Muchas Gracias, Ruthy!
Be well, everyone,
Diana Sternbach and the Argentine Teachers

Standing, from left to right: Marcela Brettschneider, Verónica Vassolo, Elena Zurieta, Silvia Gluzman, Eva
Kemeny, Nilsa Marquez, (Alicia Minichillo, not yet a teacher), Eva Climent, Fabiana Wilder. Kneeling:
Luisa Flaizman, (Marisol Madrid, not yet a teacher), Graciela Esnal, Laura Sampietro, Susana Harari,
(Adriana Tioninski, not yet a teacher).
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Photos from the 1st Annual Bones for Life Day, May 17th, 2009
Boston, New York, and Washington, D.C.

Wave and Axis

S

New BFL graduates from our Washington, D.C. Training, May 2009
Back row, from left to right: Aileen Seidel, Catharine Billey, Sonja Johansson (Trainer), Jutta Brettschneider, Jane
Johnston, Teresa Claytor, Chrish Kresge (Organizer); Middle row: Samba Ba, Tammy Spitzer; Front row: Mary Ann
DeTrana, Katharine Long, Anastasi Siotas (Trainer), Liz Wickhart.

Foundation for Movement Intelligence
Incorporated in the
state of Maine in 2007,
the Foundation for
Movement
Intelligence is a nonprofit 501(c)(3)
educational
organization dedicated
to promoting the
world’s best movement
practices in the service
of osteoporosis
prevention and
reversal.
Our current Board
Members are:
Ruthy Alon,
President and
Founder

New Process Ideas
Alignment Cues for “Bouncing on Heels”
By Marcia Giudice
I have been experimenting with a mini-process to help with alignment when bouncing on the
heels. It started when I noticed that 5 out of 6 people in one of my BFL classes clearly had a
common pattern: standing with their pelvis slightly forward of their upper torso, with some
collapse in the chest/spine.
Stand. Place the back of one hand on your sacrum, and your other hand on your upper chest.
Begin to gently bounce on your heels. As you bounce, begin to very gently use your hands to
press and exaggerate the “pelvis forward and chest back” pattern. Continue bouncing on your
heels as you slowly and gently reverse the pattern — pressing your pelvis slightly back against
your one hand (at your sacrum) as you lengthen your spine and press/lift into the other hand
(at your chest). Explore how sensitively you can go back and forth between the two patterns as
you listen for, and discover the optimal alignment and length that gives your personal ‘bouncing
on heels’ an “axis” quality. Intermittently, use one hand to include other cues you already know
(top of the head, back of the neck, belly, low back).
Have fun! And, let me know how it goes!

Gretchen Langner,
V.P. & Treasurer

In the Next Issue of Wave and Axis:
Susan K. Loeb’s Bones for Life® Case Study

Doug Boltson,
Webmaster

Don’t forget to send in your
submissions for the next issue of
Wave and Axis, due out this
fall. Deadline is October 1st.

Kelly Feder, GCFP
Linda Howell, P.T.,
GCFP
Cici Runge, P.T.,
GCFP

Thank you!
Chrish

Tyr Throne, GCFP
Sheila Zangara,
GCFP
FMI coordinates activities
of North American
instructors of Bones for
®
Life in the U.S. and
Canada.

Wave and Axis is published quarterly. The first Winter 2009 issue is freely available, but you
must be an FMI member in order to receive subsequent issues. I welcome all your articles
(setting up a practice, lessons learned, insurance issues, finding wraps and weights,
processes explored more fully, etc.) as well as your anecdotes, research projects, photos,
interesting links, upcoming BFL training dates, personal milestones (e.g., birthdays or
births), news of travel and teaching Bones in new places, recommended reading, reports
from trainings you have attended, discussions of processes, use of BFL in daily life, etc. Any
reasonable submission will be considered, space permitting.
The deadline for next issue is October 1st. Please send your submissions to
chrish@chrishkresge.com

Editor: Chrish Kresge
With assistance from
Doug Boltson
E-Mail for submissions
chrish@chrishkresge.com

With thanks to all for your contributions, help, and encouragement!
Chrish Kresge,
Editor

We ’re on the We b !
See us at:

www.movementintelligence.org
www.bonesforlife.com

